Power of attorney. Given by Jean Hervouet, officer of the militia, merchant, in favor of his wife Marie Tylas.
N.C., Jan. 8, 1772. French. Fr. Pg. 1---71-73. Sp. Pg. 67-68. 2 folios. (Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ
Receipt. Issued by De Saint Germaine for Briant, to Jean Baptiste Garic, for papers pertaining to various suits from Sept. 25, 1764 to Sept. 7, 1767. N.O., Jan. 10, 1772.
French. (Unpaginated). 1 folio. (Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ
Power of attorney for representation in marriage of a daughter given by Athanaze de Mezieres, captain of the infantry, in favor of La Marquise de Montesons, regarding the marriage of Mezieres' daughter, Marie Felicite de Mezieres. N.O., Jan. 16, 1772. French. Fr. Pg. 100069-70. Sp. Pg. 66. 1 folio. (Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ
Power of attorney to collect arrears from treasury. Given by Jean Augrand in favor of Rossat, merchant in LaRochelle. N.O., Feb. 20, 1772. French. Fr. Pg. 100067-68. Sp. Pg. 65. 1 folio. (Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ

FR
Not in LHQ

FR
Not in LHO

(Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ
10 March 1772 Francisco Olivier Du Vezin, alcade, ordered two imprisoned fugitive slaves, Bobo and Jacobo, to be interrogated. SP.DOC#10832; page(s) 100108-100112; W.P.A.#214; 3 folio(s); 2 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 8, p.727. Spanish. Runaways.

FR
Not in LHQ

FR
Not in LHQ

FR
Not in LHQ
March 30, 1772


FR
Not in LHQ

SP
Not in LHQ

FR
Not in LHQ
02 June 1772 Solomon Prevost claimed the estate of Juan Bautista Prevost, his uncle and agent for the Company of the Indies. 

Note: See L.H.Q. vol. 9, p.411-498 for a complete translation of the inventory. SP.DOC#18, page(s) _____; W.P.A.#236; _____ folio(s); _____ piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 9, p.143. Spanish/French. Succession; indigo; slaves; livestock; poultry; plantations; coast guard; militia; furniture; accessories; chicken-house; sugar-house; Bourbon St.; Holland; distillery; blacksmith; English Turn; Chaouacha; France, La Rochelle; Santo Domingo; Canada, Poissa Quebec; Port Luis; Point Coupe; France, Bordeaux; Ships "The Elizabeth", "The Vestal", "The Triumvir"; library; tools; cattle; cabinet-maker; wheelwright; mason; games; Lake Borne.
Suit for delivery of estate purchased from heirs to succession. Solomon Prevot (Prevost) for Francisco Prevot of Paris vs. Francisco LaChapelle, testamentary executor of the succession of Jean Baptist (Juan Bautista, Baptista) Prevot (Prevost), former agent of the Company of the Indies. Prevot indigo plantation 20 arpans wide, located 3 leagues from N.O. on the eastbank between the river & the lake. Dairy plantation 66 arpans wide of ordinary depth located 5 leagues from N.O. on the west bank at the English Turn.

1. Note explaining that folios 1-5 were extracted, and that they concerned the power of attorney given by Francisco Prevot in favor of Solomon Prevot. N.O., July 20, 1774. Spanish. (Unpaginated). 1 folio.

2. Petition by Solomon Prevot claiming that Francisco Prevot had purchased the estate of Jean Baptist Prevot, and that he should now be given custody of this estate by LaChapelle. Approved. N.O., June 2, 1772. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 6-7.

3. Petition by Enrique Despres, defender of the Company of the Indies requesting that Solomon Prevot appoint a guarantor for the debts owed by the estate of Jean Baptist Prevot to the Company. N.O., June 27-July 1, 1772. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8, 10. 2 folios.

4. Petition by LaChapelle requesting that a time be designated for delivery of the goods to Solomon Prevot. N.O., July 1, 1772. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 9. 1 folio.


[Folios 14-23 - missing]


9. Itemized account of the estate of Jean Baptiste Prevot transferred to Solomon Prevot, including papers, 4 slaves, houses constructed of brick & masonry & of brick & wood on Dauphine & Bienville Streets, and indigo plantation, 3 leagues from N.O., with equipment, indigo, 46 slaves, deteriorated wood & brick houses; a [dairy] plantation at the English Turn with livestock, 3 slaves, a mill. N.O., July 11-28, 1772.

10. [Note explaining that folios 134-135 were extracted, and that they concerned the power of attorney given by Francisco Prevot & his brothers, agents of the Company of the Indies, in favor of Solomon Prevot. N.O., July 20, 1774. Spanish. (Unpaginated) 1 folio.

11. Petition by Solomon Prevot requesting that Despres' appointment as defender of the Company of the Indies be revoked, and that all his papers be returned to Prevot. N.O., July 29, 1772. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 136, 151. 2 folios.


SP & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 143
Power of attorney for representation in negotiations with merchants at [Cap Francais]. Given by Francois LeDee, owner of the ship, "Le Cesar", & merchant in N.O., in favor of Louis Joseph Ferrand, captain of the ship, and in the second instance, of Jaques, merchant in [Cap Francais]. N.O., June 17, 1772. French. Fr. Pg. 99073. Sp. Pg. 10. 1 folio. (Fragment)

FR
Not in LHQ
31 October 1772 Suit brought by Genevieve Mioton minors against her mother, Jeanne Auclere, and her second husband, [---] Roubier, for wasting and squandering her father's assets. SP:DOC#4126; page(s) _____; W.P.A. #237; 288 folio(s); 152 piece(s). Succession; inn-keeper, locksmith, carpenter, Dauphin Street, Huterive in Dauphine [---]; France, La Rochelle; slaves; table silver; billiard table.


SP & FR
Not in LHQ
Suit for destruction of fence & for definition of boundaries between plantations at Pointe St. Antoine. Galar Genevieve (Genevieve, Gallard, Genoveva Gallar, Genoveva Genevela) Lesassier (Lesasier) vs. Antoine Phillipe Demarigny Demandeville (Felipe, Phelipe de Mondeville, Mandevile). Jan. 8, 1773.

1. Petitions by Lesassier requesting that Demandeville be forced to tear down a fence that he had constructed between his plantation & that of Lesassier. Requests that the boundary be redefined. Approved. N.O., Jan. 8-March 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1-6. 6 folios.


SP
LHQ, vol. 9. no. 1, p. 146
Permit to construct ship. Granted to Jacques (Santiago) Toutant Beauregard, merchant, to build the frigate, "La Luisiana". Jan. 8, 1773.

1. Petition by Beauregard requesting permission to build the ship to carry sugar, specifying the dimensions of the ship. Approved. N.O., Jan. 8, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1-2. 2 folios.

2. Certification by the escribano that Beauregard constructed the ship. N.O., Jan. 3-April 10, 1776. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-3. 1 folio.

SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 147


SP
LMQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 148
SUIT FOR PAYMENT OF NOTE FOR 290 PESOS. JUAN ESTEVAN LUNEL
VS. AGUSTIN MACARTY. JAN. 12, 1773.

1. Note explaining that folio 1 was extracted, and that
   it contained a note from Sept. 12, 1772 of Macarty
   in favor of Lunel. Note inserted between folios
   Sp. Pg. 1. 2 folios.

2. Copy of power of attorney given by Lunel in favor of
   Pg. 2. 1 folio.

3. Petitions by Lunel. Approved. N.O., Jan. 12-25,
   1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 3-8. 6 folios.

4. Declaration by Macarty acknowledging debt. N.O.,

5. Petitions by Lunel & by Macarty requesting that the
   rate be returned to Macarty, the debt having been
   Pg. 9-11. 3 folios.

6. Declaration by Lunel acknowledging receipt of payment
   12. 1 folio.

SF & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 149
13 January 1773 Gilbert Antoine Maxent requested a four year extension on his debt, with the proviso that one-fourth would be paid to each creditor each year for four years. SP.DOC#10833; page(s) 100113-100116; W.P.A.#214; 2 folio(s); 1 piece(s). LIHQ: Vol. 8, p.727. French. credit, captain, militia, cavalier; note.
Suit to purchase freedom of slaves belonging to another owner. By Juan Baptista Balquet, of Pointe Coupee, regarding slaves of Francisco Maney, of Pointe Coupee, Catalina, negress, & her son Francisco. (Incomplete).

Jan. 14, 1773.


2. Petitions by Balquet requesting that he be allowed to purchase the freedom of the two slaves, since Catalina had saved his life. N.O., Jan. 14-16, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-3. 2 folios.

SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 149
15 January 1773. — Cover sheet — all that can be found pertaining to the suit of Marie Thérèse Pinard, widow de Binger, seeking to free her daughter, son-in-law, and grand-daughter, legally dead, being drowned in a shipwreck. Accompanying articles is from Louisiana Historical Quarterly, Vol. 4 (1926), Pages 150 - 175.

See File # 177301/001
21 January 1773 Louis Piote Delaunmay, widower Jeanne Joseph, settled Piquery's succession with two claimants, Louis Leblanc and Valentin Robert Avart. SP DOC#10839; page(s) 100129-100131; W.P.A.#214; 2 folio(s); 1 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 8, p.730. French. Slaves.
Suit for payment of bill for meat & other debts. Antonio Deblanc (Blanco) constrorctor for the public slaughterhouse & other creditors, vs. Blas Gutierrez (Gutierres), owner & boatswain of the ship, "Nuestra Senora del Rosario". Jan. 22, 1773.


3. Declaration by Gutierrez acknowledging part of the debt, & disclaiming the rest. N.O., Jan. 23, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2v-3. 1 folio.


6. Declaration by Olivares acknowledging his signature on the notes, claims that he is not responsible for the debt but rather the responsibility rests with the ship. N.O., Jan. 29, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 18v-19. 1 folio.

7. Petitions by Deblanc, Juqn Ronquillo, Alfonso Bastante, Frasisco (Francisco, Pancho) Hernandez, Baptista (Batista) Francisco Ronquillo, Pedro Monten, Nicolas, Francisco Coursol (Curasol) (the last eight, all sailors on "Nuestra Senora del Rosario"), Pedro Rivero, Juana Piqueri (Piquery), baker, Manuel Salis, requesting that Gutierrez be forced to repay his debts to them, and that the ship be sold to pay these debts. Approved. Included among the petitions are declarations by Gutierrez, and powers of attorney given by creditors to Francisco Broutin. N.O., Feb. 6-March 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 20-60. 41 folios.


SF & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 160
suit for payment of notes for 2,496 libras. Francisco Blache vs. Enriques (Enrique) Despres (Deprez). Jan. 29, 1773.


2. Declaration by Despres acknowledging his signature on the note, but claiming that he cannot repay it because of his involvement in another case. N.O., Feb. 10, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2. 1 folio.

3. Petition by Blache & Despres requesting that the note be returned to Despres, the debt having been settled. N.O., Feb. 16-20, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5-6. 2 folios.

SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 160
Suit for payment of a note for 14,000 libras. Juan Valentin Babe (Valentin Babe) vs. Joseph Ferrand (Ferran), concerning a note of Oliver Pollock (Olivier Polok, Olivero Polloc), in Babe's favor. Jan. 29, 1773.


3. Declaration by Ferrand acknowledging that he holds the note of Pollock. N.O., Jan. 29, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2v-3. 1 folio.


5. Petition by Ferrand requesting to be absolved from responsibility, since he holds the note as agent for Babe. N.O., Feb. 18, 1773.


SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 160
Inventory of plantation for partition of estate in Atakapas. Plantation, 40 by 40 arpanes, located at Fausse Point, on the east bank of the Teichte (Teche) River, owned by Etienne de Vaugine, captain in the army, husband of Pelagie Patir de Livilliers. Inventory conducted by Gabriel Fuselier de la Claire, commandant of the district of Atakapas. Feb. 6, 1773.


FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 161
Intestate succession. Anne Marie Bonhomme (Ana Bonhomme, Ana Maria Bonhomme, Marie Goulgre, Mariana Bellegarde), of Ft. Chartres, widow of Jacques Philip, deceased. Charles (Charles, Carlos) Philibot (Philibot), widower. Anges Philippe (Ynes Philip, Ynes Philippe) (daughter of Bonhomme & of Philippe), Theresa, 22 years, Margarita, 18 years, Juana, 14 years, & Carlos, 9 years, children & heirs. Feb. 8, 1773.


2. Petitions by Philibot requesting that an inventory & sale be carried out of his late wife's estate. N.O., Feb. 8-March 8, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1, 4-5. 3 folios.


5. Inventory & valuation of the Bonhomme estate, including petitions, a power of attorney given by Charle Philibo in favor of Francisco Broutin; goods include furniture, slaves & papers. N.O., March 27-30, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 10-23. 14 folios.


19. Petition by Agnes Philipe requesting that LeDuc be paid for the medicine which he provided for her late mother. N.O., Feb. 4, 1775. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 104-105. 2 folios.


26. Judgement by Governor Unzaga against Agnes Philipe, ordering that the estate is to be considered as joint property held by both Charle Phlibot & his wife, notwithstanding the goods which Bonhomme brought into the marriage. N.O., Aug 16–Sept. 1, 1775. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 142–147. 6 folios.


SF & FR
LiQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 162
Suit for payment of notes for 353 libras. Maria Josepha Adat (Adam) [Adam] (Maria Tete), widow of Andres Teten, vs. Madame Boisclair. Feb. 8, 1773.


SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 170
Suit for appointment of curador ad lites by minor for representation in the inheritance of her Aunt & Uncle, Marie Euphrosine (Uphrosine, Eroseafia) Aubert (Maria Aubere), minor, 25 years old, daughter of Juan Bautista Aubert, former ayudante mayor, & of the late Luisa Bernody, sister of the widow of Bobe. Feb. 10, 1773.


2. Petitions by Mazange claiming that the estate of Bobe owes Aubert 4,000 pesos as inheritance. Requests that Antonio Thomasin, guardian of the Bobe estate, be forced to make payment. Feb. 19-March 2-7, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 4-6, 9. 4 folios.

3. Copy of transfer of power of attorney by Thomasin for Juan Valentin (Balentin) Bobe, to Francisco Brouit, which took place Jan. 23, 1773. N.O., March 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 7. 1 folio.

4. Petitions by Juan Valentin Bobe claiming that Aubert did not require representation. Requests that Mazange's petition be denied. N.O., March 5-18, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8, 10. 2 folios.

5. Judgement by Governor Unzaga in favor of Bobe, revoking the appointment of Mazange as curador ad lites for Aubert, and condemning Aubert to pay the costs of the suit. N.O., March 22, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 10v-11. 1 folio.

SP
LHO, vol. 9, no. 1, p. 171
Suit for compensation for boats supposedly to have been delivered from Ste. Genevieve to N.O., Luis Dubreuil of Illinois, & Alexandre (Alexandro) chevalier de Clouet, captain, vs. Antoine (Antonio) Lepine (Lepina). Feb. 19, 1773.


3. Petition by Chevalier de Clouet & by Dubreuil requesting that Lepine be forced to compensate them for boats which he was supposed to deliver. N.O., Feb. 19-Aug. 4, 1773. French & Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5-8. 4 folios.

FR & SP
Not in LHQ
Suit for fulfillment of contract to purchase land. Antonio Barnabe (Barnabe) vs. the Morand (Moran, Morant, de Moran) minors, regarding land on the Chapitoulas coast, 2 1/2 leagues upriver from N.O., on the east bank. March 1, 1773.


2. Petition by Barnabe claiming that he had purchased 8 arpanes of land & had received only 5, & requesting that LeBreton (LeBreton), as the seller, be forced to restore his land. N.O., Marcy 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 3-4. 2 folios.


6. Petitions by Charles, Vincent & Alexandre de Morand, heirs of Carlos de Morand expressing support for Barnabe's petition, & explaining that they had purchased the land from Jung & Pontalba. N.O., March 15-17, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8-11. 4 folios.


11. Petition by Joseph Ducros, regidor & depositario general, defender of Pontalba, who is absent in France, explaining that Pontalba had purchased his land from Harpain, who in turn had purchased it from Chauvin Lafreniere. N.O., July 9, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 24-25. 2 folios.


SP & FR
LHQ. vol. 9, no. 1, p. 172

[Folio 1 - damaged]


3. Petition by Fossier expressing satisfaction that the debt has been paid. N.O., March 8, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 6-7. 2 folios.


SP
LH9, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 321


SP
LAQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 322

Criminal suit against blacks for robbery of a store.
Solomon Mallines (Malines) vs. Luis, free Negro, 30 years old, born in Curacao & against Helena, slave of Labarre.
March 5, 1773.

Sp. File #39

1. Petition by Mallines describing the robbert and requesting that Juan Baptista Nicolas, gunsmith, be forced to testify. N.O., March 5, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio.

2. Testimony of Nicolas regarding a gun stolen from Mallines in his possession, implicating a slave. N.O., March 5, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1v02. 1 folio.


SP
LHG, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 324
Suit for payment of a bill for dry goods. Marcos Olivares vs. Silvestre Bidal. March 9, 1773.

March 9, 1773
March 12, 1773

1. Itemized bill of sale for cloth purchased by Bidal from Olivares. (Undated). Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio.


SF
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 328
Suit for payment of 204 pesos from the sale of a garden. Joseph Ducros (Ducro), regidor, charged with the sale of the goods of Joseph (Claudia) Villars, vs. Agustín (Augustin) Macarty. March 9, 1773.

1. Copy of notarized agreement whereby Macarty, & Santiago Toutant Beauregard as his guarantor, agree to pay Ducros 204 pesos by December of 1772, signed on March 12, 1772. N.O., March 8, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1-3. 3 folios.


3. Petition by Ducros stating that he had been paid by Macarty. N.O., March 24, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 9. 1 folio.

SP
LHq, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 329
Suit by minor for emancipation from guardian & for right to
administer inheritances. By Louis (Luis) Blondeau (Blondou),
25 years old, son of the late Luisa Herey Blondeau, &
brother of the late Maurice (Mauricio) Blondeau. March 17,
1773.

1. Petition by Louis Blondeau requesting that
Leonardo Mazange be named as curador ad lites.
1 folio.

2. Petition by Louis Blondeau requesting that he be
allowed to administer his own affairs. N.O.,

3. Testimony presented on behalf of Louis Blondeau.
2 folios.

4. Judgement by Governor Unzaga in favor of Louis
Pg. 4.

5. Petition by Louis Blondeau requesting that his
brother, Blache, in possession of Mauricio Blondeau's
goods, be forced to make an accounting of these
5. 1 folio.

SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 335
Suit for payment of 5,752 libras for goods shipped on consignment. Louis (Luiz) Ranson, merchant, for Pierre Jacques Le-Moyne, esquire, royal councilor & secretary, merchant in Rouan & financial director of the Company of the Indies, of Paris, vs. the estate of Juan Baptista Noyant (Noyan), former captain in the cavalry. March 29, 1773.


4. Declaration by Martin Navarro, responsible for the collection & distribution of goods in the treasury, that all claims be creditors to the Noyant estate have been concluded. N.O., April 22, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5. 1 folio.

FR & SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 337
Criminal proceedings against slave for the murder of another slave. Against Bambara (Juan Baptista), negro, for the murder of Augustin, negro, both owned by Antonio Thomassin (Tomassin), who lived on plantation 6 leagues downriver from N.O., April 14, 1773.


3. Translation into Spanish of the initial investigation. N.O., April 14, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 3v-5. 2 folios.


5. Testimony given by Calas, black, slave of Thomassin, by Philibot, by Lapinnot, by LaPonchere, by Heno, & by Francisco Sanico, black. N.O., April 16-18, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 7-17. 11 folios.


SH & FR
Not in LMQ
19 April 1773 Magdalena Vinzan, widow Santiago Courtableau, instituted proceedings to reclaim two of her branded oxen that strayed onto Bernardo Dauterive's property. Dauterivemclaimed the oxen on the basis of [---] O'Reilly's order to kill all straying cattle and refused to make restitution. SP.DOC#28; page(s) _____; W.P.A.#263; 4 folio(s); 3 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 9, p.337. Spanish/French.
SUIT FOR PROTECTION OF CATTLE FROM ABUSE BY TOWNSPEOPLE.
BY ANA JUDITH CHENAL, WIDOW OF JEAN BAPTISTE (JUAN
BAPTISTA) GRAVEMBERG (GREVEMBERGT, BREVEMBERT), OF OPELOUSAS.
APRIL 23, 1773.

1. POWER OF ATTORNEY GIVEN BY CHENAL IN FAVOR OF
FRANCISCO BROUTIN. N.O., APRIL 23, 1773. SPANISH.
SP. PG. 1. 1 FOLIO.

2. PETITION BY CHENAL COMPLAINING THAT THE PEOPLE
OF OPELOUSAS ARE KILLING MUCH OF THE LIVESTOCK FROM
HER VACARIA, & REQUESTING THAT THE COMMANDANT AT
OPELOUSAS, GABRIEL FUSELLIER DE LA CLAIRE, PROTECT
HER STOCK. N.O., APRIL 23, 1773. SPANISH. SP.
P. 2. 1 FOLIO.

3. ORDER BY GOVERNOR UNZAGA THAT FUSELLIER DE LA CLAIRE
SEE TO THE RESTORATION & PROTECTION OF CHENAL'S
LIVESTOCK, & THAT CHENAL & OTHER OWNERS OF CATTLE
TAKE MORE CARE TO CONTROL THEIR ANIMALS. N.O.,
APRIL 26, 1773. SPANISH. SP. PG. 3-4. 2 FOLIOS.

4. COPY OF THE ABOVE PETITION & ORDER, SENT TO FUSELLIER
DE ST. CLAIRE. N.O., APRIL 26, 1773. SPANISH. SP.
P. 5-9. 6 FOLIOS.

5. DECLARATION BY LOUIS GRAVEMBERG, SON OF THE LATE
JEAN BAPTISTE GRAVEMBERG & OF CHENAL, WITHDRAWING HIS
MOTHER'S PETITION. ATAKAPAS, MAY 18-28, 1773.
FRENCH. SP. PG. 10. 1 FOLIO.

SP & FR.
LHQ, VOL. 9, NO. 2, P. 338
Suit for payment of 121 pesos for shipment sent to Havana. Francisco Bouligny, captain in the infantry, vs. Diego de Alba, captain of the ship, "Nuestra Señora del Carmen." April 27, 1773.


4. Declaration by the contador de real hacienda that the proceeds from the sale of Alba's ship cannot be used to repay Bouligny. N.O., May 10, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8. 1 folio.


SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 339
Suit for emancipation of minors from their father. By Drego (Jacques) Enoul de Livaudais (Diego Livaudai) captain, caballero of the Royal Order of St. Louis, for his sons, Balthasar & Joseph. April 28, 1773.


SP & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 341

1. Petition by Francisco Devillier, caballero of the Royal Order of St. Louis, executor of the Livodais estate, requesting that he be given a copy of Livodais' will. N.O., May 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio.

2. Copy of Livodais' will made April 29, 1773, itemizing & appraising his holdings, including an indigo plantation with 49 slaves, furniture, equipment & livestock, a plantation in Des Allemands & a brick house in N.O. with furniture. N.O., May 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-33. 32 folios.

SP
Suit for payment of 236 pesos for repairs made to ship. Andre (Andres) Jung (Yung) vs. Diego de Alva (Alba), captain of the ship, "Nuestra Senora del Carmen." May 8, 1773.


4. Declaration by the contador pral. acting as the fiscal de la Real Hacienda, suggesting that there was collusion between Jung & Alva to effect fraudulent dealings. N.O., May 9, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 4. 1 folio.

09 May 1773 Rene Harpain de la Gautroy prepared a blank power of attorney. The document permitted the assignee to represent de la Gautray in France and elsewhere in the handling of inventories and successions in which he may be involved and to pay an outstanding debt to Henry Voix. SP.DOC# ______; page(s) 100096-100098; W.P.A# ______; 2 folio(s); 2 piece(s). French. Ranjard & Co.
Continuation of suit by creditors against confiscated estate. Creditors vs. the estate of the late Claudio Joseph Villars (Dubreuil, DuBreui, Dubre), former captain in the militia, husband of Catalina Laboulaye, father of Joseph Villars, captain in the artillery, of Catalina Villars Fleuriau & of Feliciana Villars Trudeau, concerning an arpan of land & a canal in Barataria, plantation, 16 by 10 arpanes, located 1 league from N.O. on the west bank. May 10, 1773. [See (5-29-73) (274)]


2. Judgement by Governor Unzaga in favor of the creditors, ordering that the Villars plantation be sold & the proceeds distributed among the creditors. Includes a list of creditors & the amount to be compensated. N.O., May 26-June 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 859-863. 4 folios.


4. Petition by Joseph Villars for himself & his sisters, claiming that their mother's dowry should be excluded from sale & distribution to the creditors. N.O., May 29, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 809-870. 2 folios.


9. Petition by Villars requesting that he be paid 1,957 pesos as the third part of his mother's estate. Approved. N.O., July 16-17, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 900-903. 4 folios.


15. Judgement by Unzaga approving the appeal to Havana, but stipulating that the creditors must first be paid. N.O., Sept. 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 922-924. 3 folios.


18. Petitions by Felicite DuBreuil Amelot for her husband, Hipolito Amelot requesting that Bore be forced to pay Reimundo Dubreuil (Raymundo Dubreus) & his brothers 100 pesos as part of the settlement. Approved. N.O., Nov. 25-27, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 946-951. 4 folios.
Suit for payment of bill of 21 pesos for vegetables & milk.
Luis (Antonio) Decalogue (DeCallougn, Descalogue) vs.
Andres Reynard, merchant. May 17, 1773.

1. Copy of power of attorney given by Decalogue in
favor of Francisco Broutin, procurador. N.O., May

2. Petitions by Decalogue. Approved. N.O., May 17-

3. Declarations by Reynard acknowledging the debt. N.O.,
May 22-28, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 4v-6, 7v-8. 3
folios.

4. Petition by Reynard claiming that Decalogue owed
Pg. 9. 1 folio.

5. Petition by Decalogue contesting the allegation of
1 folio.

6. Judgement by Governor Unzaga in favor of Decalogue,
ordering Reynard to make payment. So done. N.O.,

7. Account of the costs of the suit. N.O., June 7,

SP
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 2, p. 350

1. Itemized bill for cloth, tobacco & other items. N.O., Jan. 24, 1768-1769. French. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio. (deteriorated)


4. Declaration by Daunoy acknowledging the note, but disclaiming the obligation since he had acted as a dependent of his mother, Catherine Daunoy (Veiers). N.O., May 27, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5. 1 folio.


10. Order by Governor Unzaga that 400 pesos owed to Daunoy by Santiago Beauregard be placed with the depositario general. N.O., Oct. 19-Nov. 9, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 41v-42. 1 folio.


SP & FR
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1. Promissory note for 600 boards signed by Gayarre, with notation that 458 had been delivered to Francisco Caminada. N.O., Feb. 20-21, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio.


5. Petition by Gayarre requesting that since has no boards, he be permitted to repay Cowley gradually over time. N.O., May 25, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 7. 1 folio.


8. Order by Governor Unzaga that the two parties come to agreement on a settlement. N.O., June 3, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 13. 1 folio.


SP
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Suit for receipt of share of inheritance. Joseph (Josef) Barbot (Barbeau) alias Boisare, husband of Marie Jeanne Deslande, widow of Rochon, vs. Luis Antoine (Antonio) Decalogue (Descallogne, Descallogne), husband of the late Marie Magdelaine Melizan (Maria Magdelena Melisan), sister of Marie Jeanne Deslande, concerning the inheritance of an infant daughter of Decalogue & of Melizan. May 18, 1773.

1. Copy of the judgement by the Superior Council of Louisiana from Dec. 24, 1766 against Boisare, stating that Decalogue maintains full rights to the inheritance by virtue of his marriage contract, but that he is to post bond with the depositario general. N.O., May 14, 1773. French. Sp. Pg. 1-6. 6 folios.


SP & FR
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Suit by husband to prohibit wife from alienating property. Philippe (Phelipe) Flote (Flotte, Flotes), resident of a plantation 15 leagues upriver from N.O., vs. Marie Thereze (Maria Theresa) Leveille (L'Eveille), widow of Tirel. May 25, 1773.


2. Petitions by Flote stating that he had received orders not to dispose of any property because his wife was giving it to Jacquet, a soldier in the Battalion of Louisiana, and requesting that she be forced to desist from doing so. N.O., May 25-July 17, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-5, 10-11. 6 folios.

3. Petitions by Leveille claiming that the property in question is hers, & requesting that her husband be enjoined from disposing of it. N.O., July 3-12, _____, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 6-9, 4 folios.


10. Copy of contract between Flote & Leveille whereby Flote gives her permission to live apart & agrees to pay her alimony. N.O., June 12, 1769. French. Sp. Pg. 38. 1 folio.


15. Judgement by Unzaga against Flote, ruling that Leveille maintains the rights to her own property. However, she could not dispose of this property without her husband's permission as long as they remained married. N.O., Dec. 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 59-67. 9 folios.


SP & FR
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29 May 1773 [---] Dubreuil heirs Vs. Francisco Bouligny. Dubreuil heirs sued Bouligay over the inclusion of one arpent of land in the latter's plantation at Barataria. However, a compromise was reached, allowing the canal to be open in perpetuity and the Dubreulfs to be compensated for their loss. SP.DOC#13; page(s) _____; W.P.A.#274; 109 folio(s); 98 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 9, p.546. Spanish/French. Succession; inventory; military; Battalion of Louisiana; Illinois; saw mill, blacksmith shop, carpenter shop; sheep; oxen, "The Little Wilderness" Plantation; Royal Street; Nuns Convent; spirituous liquor.

03 June 1773 Marie Josephe Soumande, widow of Jacques Michel de Rouville, sold to Magdaulaine Marguerite Brouin, widow Pierre Chevalier de la Ronde, her share of yearly interest-bearing French government obligation, valued at 11,060 livres 10 sols. SP.DOC#_____; page(s) _____; W.P.A.#_____; 2 folio(s); 1 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 8, p.732. French. Canada, Montreal; France, Paris.
Criminal prosecution against slaves for conspiring to poison the post commander and his overseer Francisco Simars de Bellile (Bellile, Bellile) & Augustin, his overseer vs. his slaves, Cipion, Carlos (Charles), Francisco, & vs. Bernardo, property of Madam Trepanier. June 12, 1773.


2. Testimony presented against the slaves detailing the conspiracy & the method by which the poison was concocted. N.O., June 12-18, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-19. 17 folios.


2. Inventory & appraisal of the Tete estate. Appointment of Broutin as curador ad lites for the Tete minors. Inventory includes furniture, saddle making equipment, 5 slaves, a house constructed of brick between beams on St. Louis St., between that of Fleurry and the widow Picou. N.O., June 15-July 29, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2-21. 20 folios.


4. Petitions by Adam requesting that she be awarded her dowry from the estate before the sale takes places. N.O., Aug. 11-17, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 23, 32. 2 folios.


Suit by slave to purchase emancipation. Cathalina (Cathomaq) mulattress, 36 years old & her daughter, Felicite, 5 years old, owned by the estate of Juan Baptista Destrehan. June 25, 1773.

1. Petitions by Cathalina requesting that she be allowed to purchase her freedom with money donated to her. N.O., June 25-Sept. 22, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1, 3-4. 3 folios.

2. Declaration by Gabriel Fazenda (Facenda, Fasenda), administrator of the Destrehan estate, consenting to the emancipation. N.O., [date deteriorated]. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 2. 1 folio.


6. Order by Governor Unzaga that Bore determine the price for Cathalina & her daughter, & allow her to purchase their freedom. N.O., Oct. 4, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 9v-10. 1 folio.


SP
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Suit for refund of advance given for construction of a kitchen.
Humberto de Morvelle (Maurel, Morvel) alias Sansquartier
(SacCartier, Sangartier) vs. Maurice (Mauricio) Roch (Roc).
July 14, 1773.


3. Declaration by Fleury, widow Roby, Artier, & representatives of widow Ambrose, & of Sansquartier, creditors of Roche, that Francois (Francisco) DeFeun may purchase a black slave from the Roche estate. N.O., May 10, 1773. French. Sp. Pg. 6. 1 folio.

4. Petitions by DeFeu claiming that Morvelle had already given power of attorney to Guidroz to collect his debt from the Roche estate, & requesting that Morvelle's petition be denied. N.O., Sept. 30-Oct. 8, 1773. Spanish & French. Sp. Pg. 7, 10-11. 3 folios.

5. Petition by Morvelle denying DeFeu's contention & requesting that DeFeu's slave be embargoed until the debt owed by the Roche estate is satisfied. N.O., Oct. 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8. 1 folio.


SP & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 4, p. 746


4. Declaration by Santiago LaMothe (Lamothe), guardian of the Chevalier estate, that the estate had not been divided among the heirs. N.O., Aug. 5, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 10. 1 folio.

Suit for redhibitory action in the sale of a sick slave. Pedro Aragon y Villegas, Royal instructor [?], vs. Antonio Gabriel (Francisco Xavier), Conde de Guimbert de Theset, Captain in the infantry, regiment of Sentievre, for Juan Baptista Luis Ph lipe Cacquenay y Valmenier, Caballero of the Royal Order of St. Louis & Lieutenant in the infantry, regarding the sale of Fanconete (Franchonet), negress, 40 years old. July 15, 1773.


2. Petition by Aragon claiming that contrary to the terms of the sale, Fanconete had been chronically ill, & requesting that doctors attest to the state of her health. Approved. N.O., July 15-16, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5-7. 3 folios.


4. Petition by Aragon requesting that a defender be named for Gabriel & that Jean Lacou (Juan la Cova) testify regarding a debt to Gabriel. N.O., July 20, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8-9!" 2 folios.


6. Order by Governor Unzaga that Lacou hold on to the 800 pesos until further instructions are given. N.O., July 23, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 10.

7. Petition by Aragon & Pedro Enriquez (Enrique) de Arneville (Darneville), empowered to return the payment for the slave to Aragon, declaring that Aragon has returned Franchonete to Arneville in return for the purchase price. N.O., July 31, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 11-12. 2 folios.


SP
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20 July 1773 Partition of slaves of an estate. The three [---] Villars children emancipated the slaves' mother, Catin, for her service to the [---] Villars children's mother. French. SP.DOC#10824; page(s) 100117; W.P.A.###; 1 folio(s); 1 piece(s). LHQ: Vol. 8, p.728.
Suit by mother-in-law for return of property sequestered from a leader in the revolt against Ulloa. Guillaume Auguste (Guillermo Augustino) Hardy (Hardi) de Bois Blanc, officer in Santo Domingo, for his grandmother, Rose (Rosa) Lemercier, widow of Sebastien Tatin, mother-in-law of the late Pierre Auguste Hardy de Bois Blanc, exiled by O'Reilly, vs. Joseph Ducros (Ducroix), regidor & depositario general. July 24, 1773.


2. Copy of proceedings whereby the property of Lemercier was separated from the sequestered goods of Hardy, & entrusted to Ducros. N.O., Jan. 26-Feb. 10, 1770. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 3-5. 3 folios.

3. Petition by Lemercier, signed by Hardy, requesting that Ducros be forced to return to her five houses & three slaves. Approved. N.O., July 24-Aug. 12, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 6-7, 12. 3 folios.

4. Account presented by Ducros of the goods received by him pertaining to Lemercier from March 1770 to 1773, including a house on Bienville St., 2 houses on Bourbon St., a house on Dauphine St., slaves & money. N.O., Aug 9, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 8-11. 4 folios.


SP & FR
LHQ, vol. 9, no. 4, p. 760
Suit for restitution of slave & her children & for payment of rent for their use. Jean Baptiste (Juan Baptista) Chateau expelled from the colony by O'Reilly, vs. Pedro Degout, alias Fleury, concerning Maria (Maria) alias Pouponne, mulattress, & her 2 children. July 24, 1773.

1. Promissory note signed by Fleury signifying that he would return the slave to Chateau upon repayment of 1,200 libras. N.O., Jan. 6, 1770. French. Sp. Pg. 1. 1 folio.

2. Copy of portion of the adjudication of the estate of the late Bunel from Aug. 8, 1764, listing Marie Pauponne as sold to Chateau. N.O., July 18, 1773. French. Sp. Pg. 2. 1 folio.

3. Dissolution of business partnership between Chateau & Donat, with Chateau receiving all the slaves. Cites shipment of wheat from Veracruz. N.O., Aug. 17, 1765. French. Sp. Pg. 3-4. 2 folios.

4. Petitions by Chateau requesting that Fleury be forced to return Marie & her children, who he had left with Fleury as security for a debt, along with compensation for their use. N.O., July 24-Sept. 18, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5-6, 15-19, 22-23. 9 folios.


12. Evidence presented by Chateau, including petitions, a copy of a power of attorney given by Chateau in favor of Francisco Broutin, testimony & a receipt signed by Pedro Couturier for payment for the slave. N.O., July 12, 1770-Déc. 1, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 28-86. 59 folios.


16. Judgement by Nicolas Forstall (Forstal), alcalde ordinario, in favor of Chateau, ordering Fleury to pay him the price of Marie & her two children, as well as rent on them for four years. N.O., March 16, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 136-137. 2 folios.


18. Petition by Fleury requesting that his house & slave be disembargoed, the debt having been settled. N.O., March 31, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 140. 1 folio.

SP & FR
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FR
Not in LHQ

1773 08 17 01
Intestate succession. George (Jorge) Baron, church warden, of Pointe Coupee, widow of Marie Louise Manner, deceased.

George, Louis, & Hypolite Baron, children & heirs. Francois (Francisco) Manne (Mance) (Francois Mane St. George Bevin), father-in-law of Baron, grandfather & tutor of the Baron minors, and guardian of the estate. Francisco Broutin, curador ad lites of the Baron minors. Baron indigo plantation located in Pointe Coupee. Aug. 18, 1773.


2. Inventory & appraisal of the Baron indigo plantation, conducted by the Commandant of the Post at Pointe Coupee, including clothes, furniture, equipment, 33 slaves, indigo, papers, livestock, a house, & an indigo factory, and an account of the plantations expenses. Pointe Coupee, Aug. 20-Oct. 19, 1773. French. Sp. Pg. 4-74. 7 folios.


5. Petitions by Broutin requesting that the Baron estate be sold & that the slaves be brought to N.O., for sale. N.O., Nov. 5-Dec. 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 78, 85-87, 91. 5 folios.


7. Petition by Manne expressing opposition to the sale of the estate, & requesting that the estate be adjudicated in his favor, as co-owner of the plantation for the benefit of the minors. N.O., Nov. 10-Dec. 3, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 80, 83-84, 88-89. 5 folios.


10. Itemized account of the administration of the Baron
estate presented by Manne, including receipts, promis-
sorry notes, bills, letters. Pointe Coupée & N.O.,
April 28, 1772–March 4, 1776. French & Spanish.
Sp. Pg. 93-223, 244. 133 folios.

11. Petitions by Broutin requesting that Manne deliver
to him all the papers which appear on the inventory.
N.O., June 27-Oct. 24, 1775. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 224-
225, 227. 3 folios.

12. Petition by Manne requesting date for presentation
Pg. 226. 1 folio.

13. Copy of a donation of a plantation, with a house con-
structed of wood, by Pierre Germain & by his wife,
Marie Anne Cheval, in favor of Louis Renard Duval &
Margueritte Cheval, from May 2, 1750. Pointe Coupée,

14. Copy of acknowledgement of the sale of a slave, Marie
Thereze, negress, 11 years old, daughter of Galpha
(father) & of Fanelion (mother), by Pierre Germain
to George Baron. Pointe Coupée, from Nov. 22, 1751.

15. Copy of a contract for sale of a plantation by Pierre
Germain & by his wife Marie Anne Cheval, to Etienne
Bouperon, major at the post of Pointe Coupée. Pointe
folios.

16. Copy of acknowledgement of the sale of a slave, Marie
Louise, negress, 40 years old, by Pierre Baron & by
his wife, Francoise Domartin (Dommartin), to their
son, Pierre Baron, from Nov. 18, 1752. Pointe
2 folios.

17. Copy of contract between Louis Renaud Duval & his
brother-in-law, Etienne Bouperon regarding the
division of 4 arpandes of land bordering the Baron
plantation. Pointe Coupée, Nov. 5, 1751. French.
Sp. Pg. 236. 1 folio.

18. Copy of marriage contract between George Baron &

19. Petition by Manne presenting the six documents.
N.O., Oct. 27, 1775. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 239. 1
folio.
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Suit for collection of balance of inheritance. Maria & Pedro Gardale (Jardelos, Geardelas) vs. Aubert, captain. Aug. 23, 1773.

1. Petitions by Maria & Pedro Gardala requesting that Aubert be forced to pay them the 50 pesos owed to mother's inheritance. Approved. N.O., Aug. 23, 1773-Feb. 5, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1-2. 2 folios.

SP
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Suit for payment of 1,681 libras for goods transported to be sold in Natchitoches. Henriques Voix vs. Philippe Delissart (Delissard, Delisard) Jouanniz (Juanis, Jouanis, Yobanis). Aug. 26, 1773.


6. Petition by Jouanniz requesting that he be given copies of the proceedings. N.O., Nov. 6, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 16. 1 folio.


11. Petition by Voix requesting that in accordance with the agreement, Jouanniz be forced to pay him 1,616 libras. N.O., Dec. 18, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 30. 1 folio.
12. Order by Governor Unzaga that Jouanniz be sent 
to N.O., from Natchitoches to answer his creditors. 
N.O., Dec. 20, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 31. 1 
folio.

SP & FR 
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Suit for payment of bill of goods for 24 pesos. Henrique
Voix vs. Pablo de la Houssaye, of Opelousas. Sept. 11, 1773.

1. Itemized bill for dry goods purchased on account by
de la Houssaye from Voix. The [Voix] plantation,

2. Copy of power of attorney given by Voix in favor
Sp. Pg. 2. 1 folio.

3. Petitions by Voix requesting that escribano Juan
Baptista Carle & that de la Housaye give testimony.
Pg. 3, 5. 2 folios.

4. Declaration by Garic denying knowledge of the trans-
action between de la Houssaye & Voix. N.O., Sept.
11, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 4. 1 folio.
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Suit for payment of bill of goods for 347 libras. Juan Lafitte, the younger (Juan de la Lafite), merchant, vs. Xpobal de Lissa (Lisa), sargeant in the militia. Oct. 7, 1773.


SP & FR
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Fragment of a suit by a free mulattress against a slave owner regarding the emancipation of one of his slaves. Nanette (Naneta) vs. Alexandro Baure (Bore), regarding the emancipation of Maturine, black. Oct. 19, 1773.
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Criminal proceedings against jailer & two soldiers for negligence in the escape of two prisoners. Antonio Gosson (Gazon), jailer; Luis Thomasin (Thomasi, Tomasin) & Joseph (Josef) Casteluy (Castelluy, Castelby), soldiers; Pablo Augraud (Ogro) & Asa Daniels, escaped prisoners. Nov. 2, 1773.


9. Judgement absolving Thomasin & Castelvy of malice, declaring that they were only guilty of carelessness & ineptitude. Gosson not so absolved. N.O., April 22, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 32v-34. 2 folios.

SP
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Suit for permission to rent indigo plantation at public auction. By Jacque (Santiago) Livaudais, curador of the Desillet (Desilets, Desilet) minors, regarding an indigo plantation located four leagues upriver from N.O., on the east bank. Nov. 4, 1773.


2. Proceedings of the rental of the plantation (with a house, equipment, livestock & slaves), including a detailed description of the property & the terms of the rental to Francois Eroul (Francisco Encult) Livaudais. N.O., Nov. 3-Dec. 20, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. lv-li. 10 folios.

3. Petition by Jean Baptiste (Juan Baptista) Desillet, son & heir of Antonio Desillet requesting that the permission to rent the plantation be revoked, & that he be given custody of his father's estate. N.O., Dec. 24, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 12. 1 folio.
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Intestate succession. Catherine Piere (Juana Catalina de Hauvit), widow of Juan Baptista de Gauvy (Gauvrit) (Destrehan), deceased. Juan Baptista [Honore], Mari Ysabel, Juana Maria, Juan [Luis] & Juan Noel Destrehan, minor grandchildren & heirs, Juan Esteban Bore, curador ad lites of the Destrehan minors. Nov. 10, 1773


SP & FR
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Prosecution against regidor for having left the colony in a foreign vessel. Against Dionicio Braud, regidor & depositorio de penas de camarar now in LaRochelle, France. Nov. 23, 1773


SP
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Suit for payment of 2, 294 libras on account (Pedro) Fournier de Saintpe (Saintpee, Sainpe), merchant, vs. Israel Solomon de Palacios, butcher of Mobile & Pensacola. Nov. 24, 1773.


5. Petition by Broutin claiming that the debt had already been paid, & requesting that Saintpe's petitions be denied. N.O., Dec. 9-11, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 11, 14-15. 3 folios.
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Suit for payment of note for 800 pesos owed to estate of first husband, Enriques (Henry) Despres (Deprez) for his wife, Madelaine (Magdeleena) Brazillier, widoe of Francisco Duplanty, vs. Gabriel Dubertrand. Dec. 9, 1773.


2. Petition by Despres requesting that Dubertrand be forced to "pay his debt to Duplanty's estate. N.O., Dec. 9-14, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 5-6, 8-10. 3 folios.


4. Declarations by the teniente alguacil mayor, by Despres & by Governor Unzaga that the debt has been settled. N.O., Dec. 15-22, 1773.

SP & FR
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Suit for payment of bill & note for 113 libras. Henry (Henrique) Voix vs. Genoveva Lesassier (LeSassier, Lesasier).
Dec. 18, 1773.


SP & FR
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Suit for repair of water powered sawmill on rented plantation. Francisco Desmaselliere (Demasilers, Desmazilliere), captain in the Battalion of Louisiana, vs. Carlos Lorraine, alias Tarascan, curador ad bona of the Barre minors, regarding a plantation 3 1/2 leagues from N.O. Dec. 18, 1773.

1. Copy of the rental contract between Tarascon, owner, & Desmaselliere, renter, describing the plantation, bordered by the plantation of Larche & by that of Joseph Becat, with a sawmill, livestock & slaves, & the terms of the rental. N.O., Jan. 14-15, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 1-5. 5 folios.

2. Petitions by Desmaselliere requesting that Tarascon, who lives across the lake in English territory, be forced to make the necessary repairs to the mill. N.O., Dec. 18-22, 1773. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 6-9. 4 folios.

3. Declaration by Tarascon that he & Desmaselliere have settled the matter. N.O., Jan. 10, 1774. Spanish. Sp. Pg. 10. 1 folio.
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